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Abstract.
Gulf Stream meanders and the associated vertical
motions present water of varying
densities
at the shelf break along the southeast
United States continental
shelf.
Under certain
conditions
of wind and Gulf Stream motion the
vertically
advected, deeper, Gulf Stream waters
will intrude into these shelf waters.
Depending
on the ambient shelf water density the intruding
water will override,
interleave
or form a bottom
intrusion.
Analysis of available
hydrographic
data indicates
20°c Gulf Stream water could form
a bottom intrusion
anywhere along the coast
except in January when shelf water densities
are
relatively
higher.·
24°c Gulf Stream water could
only form bottom intrusions
in April through
November. The remainder of the year 24°c waters
would interleave
or override.
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of Cold Water at the Shelf Break

Our experience in sampling the shelf waters of
the South Atlantic
Bight has led us to recognize
several situations
under which the deeper Gulf
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The data used in this study originates
from
many sources, the principle
one being four seasonal cruises in the north Florida,
Georgia,
South Carolina area [Atkinson,
1975, 1976].
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Stream waters ascend and intrude onto the shelf.
The position
of the Gulf Stream in the east/west
(offshore/onshore)
direction
is important in
determining
the type of water overlying the shelf
break.
Easterly movements of the Strea~ apparently cause upward movement of isotherms and
consequently
colder water is upwelled at the
shelf break.
Westerly movements of the Stream
cause a depression of isotherms and higher temperatures
at the shelf break.
Evidence for this
often appears in vertical
sections across the
Stream.
Figure 1 shows examples of vertical
temperature sections across the shelf and Stream.
In the upper section the Gulf Stream core is to
the east and cold waters are advecting onto the
shelf.
In the lower section,
the Gulf Stream
core is located near the shelf break and the cold
water is not present.
To illustrate
the vertical
and horizontal
coupling we have plotted the
bottom temperature at the 50 m isobath vs the
distance offshore at which the 20°c isotherm
reaches a depth of 100 m (a criteria
for the
position
of the Gulf Stream core) (Figure 2).

Introduction
The Gulf Stream, because of its great volume
flow and persistence,
dramatically
influences
the
oceanography of the shallow shelf waters of the
South Atlantic Bight (that area between Cape
Hatteras and Cape Canaveral).
Also, unlike the
Gulf Stream north of Cape Hatteras,
there is no
slope water between the Gulf Stream waters and
the shelf waters.
The normal Gulf Stream position is adjacent to the continental
shelf resulting in direct coupling between these waters.
The
intrusion
of Gulf Stream water into the shelf
waters (depths less than 50 m) of the South
Atlantic Bight was first recognized by Bumpus
[1955] in his study of shelf circulation
of the
waters south of Cape Hatteras.
Later, Webster
[1961] made a more detailed
study of meanders in
Onslow Bay. Stefansson,
Atkinson and Bumpus
[1971], Blanton [1971] and Bumpus [1973] further
described various properties
of intrusions.
This
paper presents a conceptual model of Gulf Stream
intrusions
into the South Atlantic
Bight based on
several years of observation
and discussion.
It
is stressed
that in this paper we are not concerned with the particular
cause of an intrusion
be it to~ographic,
wind or tidal.

Results
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Fig. 1. Two examples of vertical
temperature
structure
in the South Atlantic
Bight.
The E-1274 section is off Charleston,
South Carolina and
the E-19-73 section is off Brunswick, Georgia.
Data from Atkinson [1975, 1976],
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Fig. 2. Relation of the onshore/offshore
position
of the Gulf Stream to the near-bottom temperature
at the shelf break (50 m). The lateral
position
of the Gulf Stream was the horizontal
distance
from the shelf break to the point at·which the
20°c isotherm reaches lOQ m depth.
Data from
Atkinson [1975, 1976].
\

Our stations
were not deep enough to allow use of
the ~ore traditional
criteria
of 18°c at 200 m
depth.
The treatment poses some problems since
eddies[~,
1975] often make it difficult
to
determine the offshore position of the Stream.
In this analysis we used the data from the four
~easonal cruises (23 se~tions)
and reje~ted those
~ertieal
~ecti0ns that indicated
the presence of
an eddy (9 seqtions).
Eddies were indicat~d by
iijotherms sloping down to the west (see 10-15°c
water in upper panel, Figure 1). However,
de~pite the ;Illterent problems, it is clear that
tipe nearshore positions
of the Stream are associated w~th.higher bottom temperatures while lower
~ottom'temperaFure
are associated
with various
t;,pfshore positions.
The low scatter
in shelf
b~eak temperatures
appear reasonable considering
the number of temperature varying processes such
as tid~l, inertial
and wind induced motions.
,,
~gdes of Gulf Stream Intrusion
The Gulf Stream onshore/offshore
motions
produce changes in the water properties
water at
the shelf bre~k.
Movement of that water depends
pn the wind, subsequent Gulf Stream motion, and
relative
density differences
between shelf water
and Gulf Stream water.
While wind and Gulf
Stream motion may determine the horizontal
expanse
of the intrusion
across the shelf it is the shelf
water density that determines the vertical
mode
of the intrusion.
We have found three basic
types of intrusions
which are shown schematically
in Figure 3.
Override (Intruding waters less dense) (Figure
3A): This mode is often found in the
northern part of the South Atlantic
Bight
w~ere shelf waters are relatively
dense
during the winter months because of the
cooling 1 0£ high salinity
water.
Override is
occasionally
observed in the southern part
,,'

of the Bight during abnormal cooling of high
salinity
shelf water.
The central part of
the Bight, which has lower salinities
due to
higher local runoff, apparently does not
experience this type of intrusion.
Interlayering
(Shelf stratified
with intrusion
of intermediate
density)
(Figure 3B): Interlayering occasionally
is seen in the northern
portion of the South Atlantic Bight particularly in Onslow and Raleigh Bays. Usually
relatively
warm, high salinity,
Gulf Stream
is layered between the cold, high salinity
shelf water on the bottom, and cold, low
salinity
surface waters above. The cqld,
low salinity
surface waters is Virginia
coastal water that originates
north of Cape
Hatteras and occasionally
flows south around
the Cape in response to strong northerly
winter winds [Stefansson,
Atkinson and Bumpus,
1971]. Whether the Gulf Stream water overrides the shelf water, then is in turn
overridden by Virginia coastal water, or the
Gulf Stream water interlayers
between the
two resident water masses is not known.
Bottom Intrusion
(Intruding water more dense
than shelf water) (Figure 3C): The most
dramatic process is the case in which the
relatively
cooler, high density Gulf Stream
water flows along the bottom beneath the
resident
shelf waters.
This often occurs
during the summer throughout the South
Atlantic Bight and has been observed throughout the year in the southern section.
The
onshore extent of bottom intrusions
are
probably greater than override or interlayering.
Figure lA (upper) shows an example of a bottom
intrusion
off Charleston,
South Carolina in July
1974, The colder waters carried a high load of
nutrients,
causing high production and a very

Fig. 3. Modes of Gulf Stream intrusion:
a)
override;
b) interleaving;
c) bottom intrusion.
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Fig. 4. Vertical
temperature profiles
showing interleaving
and override,
Upper two are interleaving examples and the lower shows override.
Data from Atkinson, Singer and Pietrafesa
[1976].
Distance between stations
is 10 km. Distance between sections is 20 km.
stable water column. Figure 4 shows several
vertical
sections of Onslow Bay, North Carolina
in December 1975. The upper section is just
south of Cape Lookout and the lower ones are
progressively
further south in the Bay. The
upper two sections are an example of interleaving
with the high salinity
Gulf Stream water flowing
over the resident Onslow Bay water and then in
turn overridden by cold, low salinity
water that
evidently is flowing south around Cape Lookout.
The cold, low salinity
water of northern origin
was not present in the southern part of the Bay
where override was observed,
These cases of
override are similar to those Stefansson et al.
[1971] referred
to as cascading and they maybe
the same phenomenon.
The above three modes in which intrusions
operate are density dependent.
Thus, since shelf
water densities
depend on regional runoff and
temperature cycles, the mode of occurrence should
be reasonably predictable.
We examined the data
set on file at the Skidaway Institute
to determine
the seasonal density changes in South Atlantic
Bight shelf waters.
Figure 5 is a combined plot
of surface density values at all stations
on file
where the bottom depth is greater than 30 m and
less than 40 m. As expected, the shelf water
density decreases during the smmner months in
response to heating and increased runoff.
On the
same plot we have indicated
the density of
typical,
deeper Gulf Stream waters that may
intrude onto the shelf.
This shows that for much
of the year 20°c Gulf Stream water could form a
bottom intrusion
except in December through
February when shelf water densities
are higher.
Note that 24°c Gulf Stream water may only form

bottom intrusions
from April through November,
the remainder of the year it would interleave
or
more likely override.
This plot contains data
from the entire SAB thus regional differences
are
not evident.
However, bottom intrusions
may
predominate in the southern SAB because of the
warmer, lighter
shelf waters.
The observed variance of shelf surface water
density that is maximized in the fall, winter
and spring indicates,
in itself,
the variable
effect of the Gulf Stream.
During the winter
months the density is quite variable because any
location can be influenced by contrasting
waters:
low temperature,
low salinity
shelf water or
high temperature,
high salinity
Gulf Stream
water.
During the sUDD11er
months the variance is
less in response to the decreased contrast
of
the two surface water masses (shelf and Gulf
Stream).
Conclusions
We have shown there are three basic vertical
modes of Gulf Stream intrusion
into the South
Atlantic
Bight shelf waters.
This does not
preclude a multitude of variations
of each but
typifies
our observations.
The origin of intrusion events will not be clearly defined until
knowledge of the easterly movement of the Gulf
Stream meander motions are better understood.
The question of how Gulf Stream eddies [Lee,
1975; Lee and Mayer, 1977] relate to intrusions
is currently
unanswerable since so little
is
know of them, their structure
or origin.
Eddies
are often thought of as evolving from meanders
and we do not know how intrusions
depend on the
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Fig. 5. Density of South Atlantic Bight shelf
waters.
Density of surface waters at stations
where the water depth was 30 to 40 m. Horizontal
lines indicate the density of Gulf Stream waters
at the indicated temperature.
Data from all major
cruises in South Atlantic Bight (contact author
for details),
meanders. Since most measurements to date have
been from onshore/offshore
sections with little
alongshore detail the eddy structure may have
been missed, In spite of these shortcomings in
data. however. the general observations presented here appear valid.
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